Mitochondrial genome heteroplasmy-the presence of more than one genomic variant in individuals-is considered only occasional in animals, and most often involves molecules differing only by a few recent mutations. Thanks to new sequencing technologies, a large number of DNA fragments from a single individual can now be sequenced and visualized separately, allowing new insights into intra-individual mitochondrial genome variation. Here, we report evidence from both (i) massive parallel sequencing (MPS) of genomic extracts and (ii) Sanger sequencing of PCR products, for the widespread co-occurrence of two distantly related (greater than 1% nucleotide divergence, excluding the control region) mitochondrial genomes in individuals of a natural population of the leaf beetle Gonioctena intermedia. Sanger sequencing of PCR products using universal primers previously failed to identify heteroplasmy in this population. Its occurrence was detected with MPS data and may have important implications for evolutionary studies. It suggests the need to re-evaluate, using MPS techniques, the proportion of animal species displaying heteroplasmy.
Introduction
Animal cells typically carry hundreds to thousands of mitochondria [1] , each with its own genome, which in theory could result in the co-occurrence of multiple genomic variants per cell/individual. However, it is usually believed that most individual animals are homoplasmic, i.e. harbouring mostly a single mitochondrial (mt) genome variant, to the extent that in population genetic studies, individuals are generally considered haploid for their mt genome [2, 3] . Individual homoplasmy is essentially achieved through a strictly maternal inheritance of the mt genome, and possibly through strong genetic bottlenecks occurring inside germline cells [4] . Nonetheless, the list of reported exceptions to the rule of strictly maternal inheritance is growing in animals, with paternal leakage (i.e. a fraction of the mtDNA molecules are inherited from the father) detected in many animal groups, including insects [4] [5] [6] [7] . This suggests that the actual occurrence of heteroplasmy may be higher than previously suspected, which can have major implications for evolutionary studies. For example, the detection of widespread heteroplasmy in a species would increase the assumed mtDNA effective size of its populations (relative to that of nuclear DNA), a parameter that is often used to estimate divergence times between two populations and species [8] .
The emergence of next-generation sequencing techniques enables the massive sequencing of a large amount of DNA fragments from a genomic extract, and thus offers a tool to investigate intra-individual genomic variation. Here, following MPS, we report mitochondrial heteroplasmy in the leaf beetle Gonioctena intermedia, which was not detected previously by traditional Sanger sequencing using universal primers. In this instance, two divergent mitochondrial genomes were recovered from each individual, suggesting that mutation was not the mechanism responsible for heteroplasmy. We first identified a large number of polymorphic sites in the mt genome of two individuals by analysing MPS reads, and inferred the presence of at least 2 mt genome variants per individual. We then confirmed the heteroplasmic nature of these individuals through PCR and Sanger sequencing of 1 mt gene fragment (cytochrome c oxidase subunit I; COI). We extended our investigation to the sequencing of this mt gene for 22 additional insects collected in five sampling sites, and found that heteroplasmy is widespread in the region. This could be a consequence of a relatively ancient origin and subsequent persistence in the population, and/or of the frequent occurrence of paternal leakage (i.e. multiple recent origins leading to convergent patterns of heteroplasmy among individuals).
Material and methods
Twenty-four individuals of the European leaf beetle G. intermedia were collected from five sampling sites in the Belgian Ardennes ( pairwise distances from 4 to 20 km; electronic supplementary material, S1). For two individuals, DNA libraries were prepared and sequenced with MPS technology. A mitochondrial genome reference sequence was assembled and annotated for both individuals (electronic supplementary material, S2). MPS reads were mapped to the assemblies after excluding the control region (whose assembly was more challenging due to its repetitive nature; electronic supplementary material, S2), allowing identification of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the mt genome.
To further verify that the sequence of the identified mt haplotypes is correct, we amplified via PCR and sequenced (Sanger technology) an 814 bp fragment of the COI gene. We used primers designed to amplify specifically each of the two haplotypes, and determined by trial-and-error at which annealing temperature each primer pair amplified only one of the two haplotypes (electronic supplementary material, table S5 and S4). Sequences of 740 bp were obtained, which were compared to those of the MPS assemblies. Furthermore, we PCR-amplified and sequenced the COI fragment from all 24 individuals sampled, using the two specific primer pairs plus one universal primer pair (electronic supplementary material, S4) capable of amplifying both haplotypes (three PCR amplifications per insect: one using a primer pair specific to the first haplotype, one using a primer pair specific to the second haplotype and one using a 'universal' primer pair). Using these sequences, we could determine, for each individual, their haplotype composition, and thus their homoplasmic or heteroplasmic status.
Results
Mapping MPS reads to mt genome assemblies of two individuals, after excluding the control region, highlighted numerous and homogeneously distributed polymorphic sites (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, table S6). We thus postulated the existence of at least two different mt haplotypes in each individual and that it is possible to phase both haplotypes based on the relative frequency of each variant: the dominant haplotype, hereafter designated HF (high frequency), was supported by a mean proportion of reads mapped to the mt genome equal to 79% (individual 1) and 81% (individual 2). Its sequence corresponded exactly to that produced by our assembly. The alternative haplotype, built by replacing the nucleotide at each SNP by the low frequency variant, is called LF (low frequency) hereafter. PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing of a fragment of the COI gene from the HF and LF variants (using primer pairs specific to each) largely confirmed their sequence (electronic supplementary material, S4). The possibility that one of the two variants was actually of nuclear origin could reasonably be rejected because (i) each variant was absent from some individuals and (ii) the number of MPS reads of each mt variant was much higher than that of nuclear genes (electronic supplementary material, S5).
Eleven individuals out of 24 were clearly heteroplasmic for two distant mtDNA haplotypes (one identical to the initially rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org Biol. Lett. 13: 20170570
sequenced LF haplotype, the other belonging to one variant of the HF haplotype), while the remaining individuals were homoplasmic (figure 2). The absence of a HF or LF haplotype in all homoplasmic individuals was verified by two independent PCR/sequencing, one using a haplotype-specific primer pair, and another using a universal primer pair (electronic supplementary material, S4). Importantly, heteroplasmic individuals were found in four out of five sampled localities. Interestingly, amplifying and sequencing the COI fragment in heteroplasmic individuals (HF/LF) using 'universal' primers produced HF haplotype sequences only. Therefore, a classic Sanger sequencing of the mt COI using universal primers would not have detected the presence of a second haplotype in those individuals.
Discussion
We have established the widespread occurrence of heteroplasmy in the Ardennes region for the leaf beetle G. intermedia, by highlighting the coexistence of two distantly related mt genomes in almost half of the sampled individuals, as well as in four out of five surveyed localities. This finding was only possible thanks to MPS data from two individuals that allowed us to identify nucleotide polymorphism in the mt genome, and to subsequently design PCR primer pairs specific to each of the two inferred variants. Because the presence of a second and distant haplotype in heteroplasmic individuals was not identified in the Ardennes previously using traditional PCR and Sanger sequencing, it raises the question of whether heteroplasmy is more frequent in animals than previously thought.
The widespread occurrence of heteroplasmy within a species has important implications for evolutionary studies using mitochondrial markers. Indeed, the coexistence of two mt genomes within a single cell renders recombination possible between them [9] . White et al. [4] have already discussed how heteroplasmy and recombination could obscure phylogenetic signal, and this is relevant both at the inter-and intra-species levels. Heteroplasmy can remain undetected in a sample when using classic Sanger sequencing, e.g. because the proportion of the less frequent haplotype(s) is(are) too low. This is exemplified by our previous study on genetic variation across the entire range of the species [10] , and in which we did not detect the LF (or related) haplotype in the Ardennes (because the HF haplotype was preferentially amplified by PCR when both LF and HF were present), a haplotype closely related to others found in the Ural Mountains (eastern Europe) and Finland (northern Europe). As a consequence, mt haplotype diversity within the Ardennes region was underestimated, as well as the sharing of haplotypes between this region and other northern locations, therefore biasing the observed phylogeographic pattern. Also, population effective size, a major parameter for population genetic inferences, should be re-evaluated for the mt genome of G. intermedia: it is generally assumed to be four times smaller than that of the nuclear genome (case of 1 : 1 sex ratio) because it is considered haploid and transmitted exclusively along maternal lineages. However, with almost 50% of heteroplasmic individuals, it is no longer correct to model individuals as haploids for their mt genome. They might be better modelled as diploid individuals instead, and the real effective population size of the mt genome may be closer to two (rather than four) times smaller than that of the nuclear genome. This effective size could even be larger if paternal leakage occurred frequently, and thus if the mt genome were also transmitted somewhat along paternal lineages.
The mt genome contributes to the respiratory chain, one of the cell's most vital functions, and is believed to be subject to strong selection pressures [11, 12] . The widespread occurrence of the HF/LF pattern of heteroplasmy observed in the Ardennes suggests that its presence in the population is quite stable. This may appear surprising if we assume that (i) selection indeed constrains the evolution of the mt genome and (ii) strong mtDNA bottlenecks occur within germline cells at each generation. On the other hand, it has been suggested that mtDNA bottlenecks in germline cells are weaker in insects compared to mammals, and that once heteroplasmy appears, it can persist for several hundred generations in populations, due to their often large effective size [4] . Nonetheless, one intriguing possibility is that the mt genome could be subject to balancing selection [13] , which is normally not considered for the mt genome. If two mt genomes can coexist, each bringing some selective advantage that the other does not, then selection could favour heteroplasmic individuals and maintain a large proportion of them in the population. In fact, analysing COI sequence variation in our sample suggested balancing selection could be at work (Tajima's D test; electronic supplementary material, S4). Another hypothesis to explain the widespread pattern of heteroplasmy found here would involve frequent paternal leakage [14, 15] . In fact, the relatively high divergence observed between the two coexisting haplotypes could have favoured paternal leakage, by allowing mitochondria from sperm origin to avoid detection by egg cells that would normally destroy them [16] . In that case, heteroplasmy would not need to be stable to explain our observations; instead, one of the two competing mt genomes would quickly disappear within a maternal line by genetic drift, and possibly selection, but paternal leakage would constantly create new heteroplasmic individuals in the population. Further studies will be needed to investigate these alternative hypotheses.
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